Heterogeneous perivascular cell coverage affects breast cancer metastasis and response to chemotherapy
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Angiogenesis and co-optive vascular remodeling are prerequisites of solid tumor growth. Vascular heterogeneity, notably perivascular composition, may play a critical role in determining the rate of cancer progression. The contribution of vascular pericyte heterogeneity to cancer progression and therapy response is unknown. Here, we show that angiopoietin-2 (Ang2) orchestrates pericyte heterogeneity in breast cancer with an effect on metastatic disease and response to chemotherapy. Using multispectral imaging of human breast tumor specimens, we report that perivascular composition, as defined by the ratio of PDGFRβ+ and desmin+ pericytes, provides information about the response to epirubicin but not paclitaxel. Using 17 distinct patient-derived breast cancer xenografts, we demonstrate a cancer cell–derived influence on stromal Ang2 production and a cancer cell–defined control over tumor vasculature and perivascular heterogeneity. The aggressive features of tumors and their distinct response to therapies may thus emerge by the cancer cell–defined engagement of distinct and heterogeneous angiogenic programs.

Introduction

Blood vessels in breast cancer present with perfusion defects associated with vessel dilation, tortuosity, and poor perivascular coverage (1–3). The heterogeneity in the endothelial morphology, permeability, and molecular signatures in human and murine mammary tumors (4–6) has highlighted features of tumor angiogenic programs that are under a complex, microenvironment-driven control, in part mediated by pericyte involvement in the tumor vascular bed (7–12). Defining the regulatory elements that modulate the perivascular-endothelial network to control vessel maturation may offer insights into the rate of cancer progression. Here, we show that angiopoietin-2 (Ang2) orchestrates pericyte heterogeneity in breast cancer with an effect on metastatic disease and response to chemotherapy. Using multispectral imaging of human breast tumor specimens, we report that perivascular composition, as defined by the ratio of PDGFRβ+ and desmin+ pericytes, provides information about the response to epirubicin but not paclitaxel. Using 17 distinct patient-derived breast cancer xenografts, we demonstrate a cancer cell–derived influence on stromal Ang2 production and a cancer cell–defined control over tumor vasculature and perivascular heterogeneity. The aggressive features of tumors and their distinct response to therapies may thus emerge by the cancer cell–defined engagement of distinct and heterogeneous angiogenic programs.

Ang2 is a secreted glycoprotein with potent regulatory functions on vascular development, remodeling, and maturation (18, 21). Ang2 signaling is context dependent, engaging distinct autocrine and paracrine signaling pathways, as directed in part by receptor availability and abundance (19, 20, 22, 23). Ang2 is, in part, transcriptionally induced by prototypical angiogenic factors, including VEGFA, PDGF, TNF-α, as
well as decreased oxygen levels (hypoxia), thus partaking in the continuous angiogenic signaling associated with pathological vascular remodeling, including the neovascularization of malignant tumors (18, 19). Enhanced Ang2 signaling in murine breast cancer is also associated with increased brain and lung metastasis (16, 24, 25) and adaptive tumor resistance to VEGF signaling blockade (26). In patients with breast cancer, Ang2 expression in tumors is associated with lymph node involvement and poor prognosis (27) and serum Ang2 levels present with diagnostic and prognostic potential for human breast cancer (28). Ang2 is implicated in the metastasis of breast cancer (16, 24, 29–32) and emerges as an attractive therapeutic target for breast cancer metastasis (33). However, the complex signaling of Ang2 in the tumor microenvironment and its pleiotropic effect on endothelial cells and perivascular cells may limit the efficacy and response to Ang2-targeted therapies, requiring a deeper understanding of the effect of the Ang2 signaling network on vascular remodeling and cancer cell behavior.

We and others have specifically implicated Ang2 in endothelial and perivascular control of metastasis (16, 29, 31, 34, 35). Suppression of Ang2-mediated signaling in PDGFRβ− cell-depleted murine tumors enabled the control of vascular permeability via the emergence of mature desmin+ perivascular coverage (16). While deregulated Ang2 signaling in breast tumor angiogenesis in part drives the formation of highly abnormal vessels with structural defects, the influence of remodeling the intrinsic and heterogeneous perivascular distribution in breast cancer remains poorly defined. The heterogeneous composition of distinct pericytes, defined by gene products such as desmin, PDGFRβ, NG2, and αSMA, and their specific effect on the breast tumor vasculature has not been characterized, due in part to the inherent experimental challenge associated with resolving the pericyte complexity. Such complex heterogeneous pericyte coverage of the breast tumor vasculature is, however, posited to emerge via cancer intrinsic properties to co-opt their microenvironment and via exogenous cues, such as therapeutic agents, that directly or indirectly affect vascular remodeling. In this study, we deciphered the precise role of perivascular heterogeneity in breast tumors and revealed an unexpected predictive value for defined perivascular score and patient response to a specific chemotherapeutic regimen, epirubicin. In contrast, this perivascular score failed to predict response to paclitaxel. Our results identify a critical and distinct cooperation of cancer cells, and their associated perivascular heterogeneous coverage, in influencing response to chemotherapeutic agents with an effect on patient survival. Our studies using mouse xenografts indicated that a perivascular score that reflected the vascular remodeling program was associated with enhanced metastasis. Furthermore, our studies employing patient-derived xenografts (PDXs) in syngeneic recipient mice unexpectedly revealed that distinct cancer cell populations, from distinct PDXs, differentially elicited host transcriptional activation of Ang2, dictating the perivascular composition of the growing tumors.

Results

Subtypes of breast cancer exhibit pericyte heterogeneity. Patients with triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) may present with higher microvascular density (MVD), which possibly enhances their response to neoadjuvant anti-VEGF/bevacizumab therapy, which targets immature and newly formed blood vessels (36). However, the heterogeneous perivascular composition in subtypes of breast cancer remains undefined. We set out to characterize microvessel pericyte coverage index (MPI), perivascular heterogeneity, and MVD in tissue microarrays (TMAs) constructed using resected tumors of patients with TNBC (n = 28; n = 7 treatment-naïve) and luminal breast cancer (luminal A; n = 56, luminal B; n = 1; n = 16 of 57 treatment-naïve) tumors (cohort 1, Supplemental Table 1; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/jci.insight.90733DS1). We specifically queried the presence of desmin+ and PDGFRβ+ pericytes in proximal relation to CD31+ blood vessels in order to define the perivascular heterogeneity in each of these tumors. To this end, we developed an automated phenotyping algorithm to identify the perivascular coverage of CD31+ blood vessels. Using a multiplex immunohistochemistry technique coupled with Tyramide Signal Amplification, we labeled each TMA slide for CD31, PDGFRβ, desmin, and DAPI (cell nucleus). Multispectral scanning enabled the generation of composite images, which were subsequently used for segmentation analyses (Figure 1A and Supplemental Figure 1, A and B). The segmentation defined perivascular areas as areas containing no more than two nuclei directly adjacent to the CD31+ cells (Figure 1A). By strictly including these perivascular zones or segments for further phenotyping analysis, we effectively excluded all other nonperivascular mesenchymal cells expressing desmin or PDGFRβ, such as fibroblasts and possibly perivascular progenitors not yet associated with blood vessels. Within these perivascular segments, cells that were positive for either one or both pericyte markers were distinctly defined, namely
as PDGFRβ–desmin+, PDGFRβ–desmin–, and PDGFRβ+desmin– pericytes (Figure 1A and Supplemental Figure 1, A and B). While TNBC patients showed significantly higher MVD when compared with patients with luminal breast cancer (Figure 1B), which is in agreement with previous reports (36), the total pericyte coverage (MPI), encompassing all combinations of pericyte phenotypes (PDGFRβ+desmin+, PDGFRβ–desmin+, and PDGFRβ–desmin–), was significantly lower in TNBC patients (Figure 1C), thus indicating that a higher proportion of vessels in TNBC are immature with diminished pericyte coverage. Within each patient tumor evaluated, the MPI did not reflect a bias with respect to MVD, indicating that the computed pericyte coverage adequately reflects the heterogeneous composition of perivascular cells rather than reflecting overall low MVD (Supplemental Figure 1, C–F). Our results revealed that the majority of pericytes in TNBC patients were PDGFRβ+desmin+ (Figure 1D), whereas double-positive pericytes (PDGFRβ+desmin+) were the dominant pericyte population in luminal breast cancer patients, followed by PDGFRβ–desmin+ pericytes (Figure 1E). Quantitative analyses support that triple-negative tumors display significantly lower PDGFRβ+desmin+ and PDGFRβ+desmin+ pericyte coverage, and higher PDGFRβ+desmin– pericyte coverage, than luminal tumors (Figure 1, F–I). The TNBC subtype is generally associated with a poor clinical outcome, and we have previously reported that a higher desmin+ pericyte coverage is associated with vessel stability and reduced lung metastasis (16). The perivascular composition and associated phenotypic features of tumor blood vessels reported here hence offer a tumor microenvironmental definition to further differentiate between TNBC and luminal breast cancers. Breast cancer subtypes may thus also attain their characteristics, including aggressive neoplastic behavior and distinct response to specific therapies, by differentially engaging their microenvironment, including the stimulation and generation of unique angiogenic programs with functional effect on disease progression and metastatic dissemination.

Distinct pericyte coverage correlates with the response to chemotherapeutic agents. The first cohort of breast cancer patients studied herein (Figure 1 and Supplemental Table 1) includes specimens collected from both treatment-naive patients and patients after therapy, including various chemotherapy regimens. To define the naive perivascular heterogeneity in breast cancer, we next phenotyped the perivascular composition of tumors collected from breast cancer patients prior to neoadjuvant chemotherapy (Norwegian EpiTax trial, referred to as cohort 2 herein, Supplemental Table 2). A total of 223 patients were included in the Norwegian EpiTax trial (37–39), and TMAs were constructed to represent breast cancer biopsies that were collected prior to initiation of chemotherapy. Treatment-naive patients with locally advanced breast cancer were randomized to either epirubicin or paclitaxel monotherapy. If there was no objective response on this first regimen (20 patients with progressive disease and 54 patients with stable disease), patients were switched to the opposite regimen. TMA cores from 144 of 223 patients were available for this study. TMA samples were stained and analyzed as described above (Figure 1A; Supplemental Figure 1, A and B; and Supplemental Figure 2A). Notably, the distinct difference in MPI and MVD between TNBC and non-TNBC patients in this cohort recapitulated the observation in cohort 1 (Supplemental Figure 2B), yet no significant differences in disease-specific and relapse-free survival were observed between these groups (Supplemental Figure 2C). We segregated patients in cohort 2 into the following subgroups (Supplemental Table 3): (a) epirubicin monotherapy (n = 51), (b) paclitaxel monotherapy (n = 42), (c) epirubicin, followed by paclitaxel (n = 23), and (d) paclitaxel, followed by epirubicin (n = 28). Across the different groups, we did not observe any significant differences in disease-specific survival, relapse-free survival, distant metastasis, and tumor size (Supplemental Table 3 and Supplemental Figure 2D). Patients were further categorized based on MPI (high and low) as well as based on the specific nature of the pericyte coverage, namely PDGFRβ+ or desmin+ pericyte coverage (Figure 2A and Supplemental Figure 2A). We defined relative coverage of PDGFRβ+ versus desmin+ pericytes by expressing the ratio of PDGFRβ+ perivascular counts to the PDGFRβ–desmin+ perivascular counts. As such, a high ratio would define desmin-rich perivascular coverage, whereas a low ratio would define PDGFRβ+–rich perivascular coverage. The median of the resultant desmin+/PDGFRβ+ ratio was used as a cutoff to distinguish tumors with high versus low desmin+/PDGFRβ+ ratios (Supplemental Table 3). There was no significant difference in disease-specific and relapse-free survival when all patients were stratified based on high and low desmin+/PDGFRβ+ ratio (Figure 2, B and C); however, there was a significant difference in both disease-specific and relapse-free survival of patients who received epirubicin monotherapy, with improved survival of patients with high desmin+/PDGFRβ+ ratios (Figure 2, D and E). In contrast, there was no significant difference based on the desmin+/PDGFRβ+ ratio in both disease-specific and relapse-free survival of patients that received paclitaxel monotherapy (Figure 2, F and G). Importantly, there was no bias in the overall distribution of...
Figure 1. Triple-negative and luminal breast cancer subtypes present distinct pericyte coverage. (A) Flow chart highlighting the different steps of the phenotyping analysis of multispectral image cubes using the InForm image analysis software. RGB multispectral images are spectrally unmixed into their different fluorescent components and segmented in three image regions based on the CD31 and DAPI staining patterns: blank (blue), perivascular (green), and cells within the perivascular area identified based on their staining pattern. (B) Statistical analysis showing the mean and distribution of pericyte coverage in TNBC and luminal subtypes. (C) A similar analysis for Desmin+ pericyte coverage. (D) Bar graph displaying the relative pericyte distribution in TNBC for different CD31 and PDGFRα+ Desmin+ combinations. (E) A similar analysis for luminal subtypes.
Individual cells within the perivascular region were identified based on their DAPI staining and assigned 1 of 5 individual phenotypes based on their shape and staining pattern. The phenotype map highlights the different phenotypes identified within the perivascular regions of this particular core. The schematic illustration (bottom) shows different potential phenotypes identified in perivascular regions based on the expression patterns of CD31, desmin, and PDGFRβ. Scale bars: 100 μm. (B and C) Quantification of CD31+ vascular coverage (microvascular density [MVD]) (B) and pericyte coverage index (microvessel pericyte coverage index [MPCI]) (C) in the indicated patient groups. (D and E) Relative pericycle distribution of individual patients in the triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) group (D) and the luminal breast cancer group (E). Black bars indicate the percentage of vessels not covered by any type of pericycle analyzed (naked vessels). (F) Quantification of the percentage of coverage of all desmin+ pericytes (PDGFRβ/desmin+ and PDGFRβ/desmin−) related to CD31+ vessels. (G) Quantification of the percentage of coverage of PDGFRβ/desmin− pericytes related to CD31+ vessels. (H) Quantification of the percentage of coverage of PDGFRβ/desmin+ pericytes related to CD31− vessels. (I) Quantification of the ratio of PDGFRβ+ desmin+ pericytes/PDGFRβ− desmin− pericytes. TNBC, n = 26; luminal, n = 45. The data are presented as mean ± SD. Unpaired 2-tailed t test was used to determine statistical significance. **P < 0.01, ****P < 0.0001. Unless otherwise indicated, TNBC, n = 28; luminal, n = 57.
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desmin+/PDGFRβ− ratios when comparing all patients, patients with epirubicin monotherapy, and patients with paclitaxel monotherapy (Supplemental Figure 2E), indicating that the differences in patient outcome within each therapy group reflect a segregation of patients based on distinct perivascular coverage rather than a skewed perivascular coverage in that particular group. No significant difference in survival of patients, based on their desmin+/PDGFRβ− ratios, was observed for any other groups (Supplemental Figure 2, F and G). Taken together, these results indicate that the desmin+/PDGFRβ− ratio correlates with patient outcome for those receiving epirubicin neoadjuvant therapy but failed to do so for those receiving paclitaxel. Furthermore, these analyses suggest that tumor microenvironmental markers, specifically the markers used here to ascertain perivascular heterogeneity, could indicate the response to a particular chemotherapy regimen.

Ang2 controls perivascular heterogeneity with an effect on lung metastasis in a breast cancer xenograft. To define the effect of perivascular heterogeneity and the desmin+/PDGFRβ− ratio on metastatic disease, we utilized the MDA-MB-231 orthotopic tumor model and subjected tumors to different agents known to influence perivascular coverage with an effect on metastasis, namely imatinib and sunitinib. Our previous studies implicated these agents, as well as Ang2, in perivascular remodeling with an effect on pulmonary metastasis (16). Furthermore, we also employed neutralization of Ang2 in these experiments to further define the effect of desmin+/PDGFRβ− ratios on metastasis and implicate Ang2 as a regulatory signaling molecule in the control of perivascular heterogeneity in this model. In orthotopically implanted MDA-MB-231 tumors, the tyrosine kinase inhibitor sunitinib suppressed primary tumor burden (Supplemental Figure 3, A and C). However, when compared with control groups, pulmonary metastases were significantly increased in mice treated with either sunitinib or imatinib, with an elevated number of surface lung nodules and increased percentage of metastatic areas evaluated by histological analyses (Figure 3A and Supplemental Figure 3D). Concurrent treatment with anti-Ang2–neutralizing antibodies synergized with imatinib to reduce primary tumor burden when compared with mice receiving imatinib with isotype control antibodies, or anti-Ang2 alone, or saline with isotype control antibodies (Supplemental Figure 3, A–C). In sunitinib- or imatinib-treated mice, the concurrent therapy with anti-Ang2 antibodies resulted in the control of both primary tumor burden and metastatic disease burden (Figure 3A and Supplemental Figure 3, A–D). This is further exemplified by the distribution of mice on the basis of both primary tumor volume and percentage of metastatic area, wherein mice receiving the therapy regimen that included anti-Ang2 treatment clustered among those with smallest primary and secondary disease burden (Figure 3B). Neutralization of Ang2, as well as treatment of mice with sunitinib alone, enhanced tumor necrosis (Supplemental Figure 3, E and F) in concordance with previous reports describing the increased tumor necrosis observed in mice receiving these antibodies (16, 40). Notably, imatinib and sunitinib treatment alone resulted in elevated levels of circulating Ang2 (Supplemental Figure 3G). This is in agreement with the anticipated transcriptional upregulation of Angpt2 in hypoxic tumors (16) and elevated levels of serum Ang2 in breast cancer patients with poorer outcomes (28). The anti-Ang2–neutralizing antibodies also appeared to enhance the detection of Ang2 in circulation by ELISA (Supplemental Figure 3H).

The definition of desmin+/PDGFRβ− ratios in these tumors and association with primary tumor burden and metastatic readout were determined by immunolabeling. Both imatinib and sunitinib can target PDGFRβ signaling with an effect on breast cancer metastasis in mice (3), and we indeed noted that both desmin+ and PDGFRβ− pericyte coverage was decreased in tumors of mice treated with imatinib or sunitinib. However, additional treatment with anti-Ang2 antibodies restored pericycle coverage (Figure 3, C–E, and Supplemental Figure 4, A and B). Our results also highlighted that decreased pericycle coverage in the primary
tumor, similarly in both imatinib- and sunitinib-treated mice (Figure 3D), rather than changes in primary tumor burden, was associated with the enhanced and similar metastatic disease burden observed in imatinib- and sunitinib-treated mice (Figure 3A). While tumor vascular leakage, measured by tumor interstitial accumulation of systemically administered FITC-dextran, was enhanced in MDA-MB-231 tumors treated with imatinib or sunitinib, such vascular damage was significantly restored with anti-Ang2 therapy (Figure

Figure 2. Specific perivascular composition correlates with the outcome of epirubicin-treated breast cancer patients. (A) Representative multi-spectral images of multiplex stained tissue microarray sections, displaying differential pericyte coverage levels. Enlarged images are provided for each core. Scale bars: 100 μm. Images on the bottom row are higher-magnification images of boxed areas shown in the top row. (B and C) Disease-specific survival (B) and relapse-free survival (C) analysis of all breast cancer patients in cohort 2, stratified based on the pericyte PDGFRβ–desmin+/PDGFRβ+desmin– ratio. (D and E) Disease-specific survival (D) and relapse-free survival (E) analysis of patients who received epirubicin monotherapy, stratified on the same ratio of PDGFRβ–desmin+/PDGFRβ+desmin– pericyte coverage. (F and G) Disease-specific survival (F) and relapse-free survival (G) analysis of patients who received paclitaxel monotherapy, stratified on the same ratio of PDGFRβ–desmin+/PDGFRβ+desmin– pericyte coverage. For disease-specific survival analysis, total number of patients, n = 144; epirubicin monotherapy, n = 51; paclitaxel monotherapy, n = 42. For relapse-free survival analysis, total number of patients, n = 129; epirubicin monotherapy, n = 46; paclitaxel monotherapy, n = 36. Log-rank test was used to determine statistical significance.
Figure 3. Perivascular composition demarcates metastatic burden in MDA-MB-231 tumor-bearing mice. (A) Number of surface lung nodules and quantification of percentage of lung metastatic area determined on H&E-stained lung sections (Supplemental Figure 3D). Box-and-whiskers plots show median (line within box), upper and lower quartile (bounds of box), and minimum and maximum values (bars). (B) Correlation of percentage of lung metastasis and tumor volume at experimental endpoint. Experimental n numbers for A and B were as follows: IgG + PBS, n = 5; IgG + imatinib, n = 5; anti-Ang2 + imatinib, n = 6; anti-Ang2 + PBS, n = 6; IgG + sunitinib, n = 7; anti-Ang2 + sunitinib, n = 6. (C) Representative images of FFPE tumor sections from the indicated experimental groups immunolabeled for CD31/FITC-dextran, CD31/desmin, or CD31/PDGFRβ. Tumor sections were visualized for perfused 2,000-kDa FITC-dextran in the indicated experimental groups. Scale bar: 50 μm. (D) Quantification of percentage of coverage of desmin+ pericytes per CD31+ vessels (n = 3 mice, all groups). (E) Quantification of percentage of coverage of PDGFRβ+ pericytes per CD31+ vessels (n = 3 mice, all groups). (F) Quantification of FITC-dextran leakage and percentage of desmin+ pericyte-covered vessels. Pearson’s r correlation coefficient and significance levels are presented (n = 3 mice, all groups). (G) Correlation of FITC-dextran leakage and percentage of desmin+ pericyte-covered vessels. Pearson’s r correlation coefficient and significance levels are presented (n = 3 mice, all groups). Scale bar: 200 μm. (J) Correlation of FITC-dextran leakage and percentage of hypoxic area. Pearson’s r correlation coefficient and significance levels are presented. IgG + PBS, n = 3; IgG + imatinib, n = 2; anti-Ang2 + imatinib, n = 3; anti-Ang2 + PBS, n = 3; IgG + sunitinib, n = 3; anti-Ang2 + sunitinib, n = 3. The data are presented as mean ± SD. Unless otherwise indicated, 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test was used to determine statistical significance. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001.

3, C, and F, and Supplemental Figure 4C). Restored pericyte coverage, notably desmin+ pericyte coverage, strongly associated with reduced vascular leakage (Figure 3, C, F, and G). The increased vascular leakage was strongly correlated with increased intratumoral hypoxia (Figure 3, H–J). While intratumoral hypoxia was vastly enhanced in MDA-MB-231 orthotopic tumors treated with imatinib or sunitinib, the concurrent treatment with anti-Ang2–neutralizing antibodies significantly reduced intratumoral hypoxia levels, a finding which was also observed with anti-Ang2 treatment alone (Figure 3, H and I). Taken together, our results thus support that suppression of Ang2 controlled primary tumor burden with robust remodeling of the angiogenic program, giving rise to tumor vessels with enhanced desmin+ pericyte coverage and reduced vascular leakage, and leading to decreased hypoxia and a reduction in metastatic burden.

Cancer cell control of Ang2 transcriptional activity in endothelial cells defines perivascular heterogeneity. To further define the control of cancer cells on their microenvironmental remodeling, particularly perivascular heterogeneity, we defined the cellular sources of Ang2 in the MDA-MB-321 tumor model and in breast cancer patient–derived xenografts (BCXs) derived from 17 patients (Supplemental Table 4). Presumably, the cellular sources of Ang2 in a growing tumor are predominantly the endothelial cells as well as cancer cells (27). The measure of intratumoral heterogeneity of murine Ang2 expression in resected MDA-MB-231 orthotopic tumors, by excising multiple approximately 1- to 2-mm³ punch biopsies per tumors (Figure 4, A and B), revealed that Angnt2 expression is significantly correlated with that of endothelial Pecam1. These biopsies or tumor cores encompassed various histological representations of the tumors, with variable degrees of necrosis and intratumoral hypoxia, as evidenced by immunolabeling for pimonidazole adduct formation (Figure 4A). Our analyses, using quantitative PCR measurements in each biopsy and primer sequences specific for murine Angnt2, showed distinct levels of murine Angnt2 expression in each specimen evaluated (n = 4 mice) (Figure 4B). Murine Angnt2 expression significantly correlated with endothelial specific Pecam1 expression (Figure 4B), supporting that endothelial cells are a principle source of Angnt2 transcript, as previously reported (16, 41–43). In the BCXs, similar findings were obtained. The BCX tumors were evaluated for Angnt2 transcript levels: while human ANGPT2 transcript levels (cancer cells) were generally low or undetected, with the exception of BCX042 (red dot, Figure 4, C and D), murine Angnt2 transcript levels were readily detected and further normalized to murine Pcam1 transcript levels (Figure 4, C and D, and Supplemental Table 4). Notably, BCX042 showed the lowest level of murine Angnt2 expression (Figure 4D), suggesting that, in this sample, the principal source of Ang2 may be tumor derived rather than host (endothelial cell) derived. The BCXs were extensively characterized: in the 33 BCXs examined, 5 mice representing 3 distinct BCXs showed lung metastases ascertained by histopathological analyses of lung tissue sections (Supplemental Figure 5A and Supplemental Table 4). The sample set evaluated contained BCXs from patients with distinct ER, PR, and HER2 status (Supplemental Table 4). Evaluation of the human ESRI, ESRII, PGR, and ERBB2 transcript levels in the respective BCX showed measurements consistent with patient primary tumor scoring in a few cases, yet in the majority of cases, the transcript levels were comparable across all BCXs, irrespective of patient primary tumor scoring (Supplemental Figure 5B).

To determine whether the distinct Angnt2 levels defined the perivascular heterogeneity in the BCX, each tumor section that was stained for CD31, PDGFRβ, desmin, and DAPI was then scanned and subjected to the same automated, vascular, and perivascular phenotyping protocol described above (Figure 1A, Figure
Figure 4. Cancer cell influence on Ang2 expression levels defines vascular integrity in breast cancer patient-derived xenografts. (A) H&E staining and immunolabeling of pimonidazole on consecutive sections of MDA-MB-231 tumors implanted in athymic nu/nu mice. White areas without tissue correspond to sites where punch biopsies were taken for molecular analysis. Scale bar: 2 mm. (B) Correlation of mouse Angpt2 and Pecam1 transcript levels on various biopsies obtained from 4 different tumors (n = 4 mice). Pearson’s r correlation coefficient and significance levels are presented. (C and D) Analysis of cancer cell–derived human ANGPT2 and endothelial cell–derived murine Angpt2 transcript levels in each PDX. Human ANGPT2 is normalized to human TBP (C) and murine Angpt2 (D) is normalized to Pecam1. Data are presented as dCT. (E) Representative images of FFPE tumor sections obtained from murine (mu) Angpt2High and mu Angpt2Low PDX models immunolabeled for CD31, desmin, and PDGFRβ. The bottom row shows digitally zoomed images. Perivascular cells that have direct contact with CD31+ cells and are positive for each marker are quantified. Scale bar: 100 μm. (F) Quantification of murine Angpt2 expression in mu Angpt2High and mu Angpt2Low. Groups are divided based on median value of dCT (Supplemental Table 4). Box-and-whiskers plots show median (line within box), upper and lower quartile (bounds of box), and minimum and maximum values (bars). (G) Representative images of pimonidazole immunolabeling of FFPE tumor sections obtained from mu Angpt2High and mu Angpt2Low PDX models. Scale bar: 2 mm. (H) Quantification of the percentage of hypoxic area based on the pimonidazole staining in G. (I) Quantification of relative vascular density (number of CD31+ cells). (J) Quantification of the relative percentage of desmin+ pericytes associated with CD31+ vessels. (K) Quantification of the relative percentage of PDGFRβ+ desmin− pericytes associated with CD31+ vessels. The red dot identifies BCX042 (C, D, and H–K). Experimental n numbers were as follows: mu Angpt2High, n = 9; mu Angpt2Low, n = 8. Unless otherwise stated, the data are represented as the mean ± SD, and unpaired 2-tailed t test was used to determine statistical significance. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01.
4E, and Supplemental Figure 6). The BCXs were dichotomized using the median murine Angpt2 expression to ascertain whether Ang2 expression informed on the perivascular heterogeneity of the tumors (Figure 4F and Supplemental Table 4). Consistent with our studies using MDA-MB-231 orthotopic tumors, which indicated that high Ang2 levels correlated with enhanced intratumoral hypoxia (Figure 3, H and I), BCXs with high Angpt2 expression presented with significantly higher intratumoral hypoxia (Figure 4, G and H). When comparing the high Angpt2 and low Angpt2 groups, we did not observe any differences in overall MVD (Figure 4I). Nonetheless BCXs with high Angpt2 expression showed markedly reduced desmin+ pericyte coverage and increased PDGFRβ desmin+ pericyte coverage compared with low Angpt2 group (Figure 4, J and K). Another independent analysis was carried out using yet another methodology to capture MVD using CD31 label intensity and perivascular heterogeneity using the overlap in CD31 and desmin labels and CD31 and PDGFRβ labels, respectively (Supplemental Figure 5C). The results again indicated that, while we did not observe any differences in overall MVD when comparing high Angpt2 and low Angpt2 groups (Supplemental Figure 5D), BCXs with high Angpt2 expression showed markedly reduced desmin+ pericyte coverage (Supplemental Figure 5, E and F), thus confirming the results obtained using perivascular phenotyping (Figure 4, J and K). Ang2 levels thus strongly correlate with the host-derived angiogenic program in BCXs, manifesting itself in distinct pericyte coverage. Such pericyte distribution (low desmin+ and high PDGFRβ+ pericyte coverage) noted in high Angpt2 BCXs was similar to that observed in the TNBC patients (cohort 1, Figure 1, D and F–I) as well as patients who received epirubicin monotherapy with poor outcome (cohort 2, Figure 2, D and E, and Supplemental Table 3).

Discussion

The breast tumor microenvironment displays heterogeneous perivascular composition, which affects the angiogenic response and vessel functions in growing tumors. Here, we show that Ang2 critically regulates the perivascular heterogeneity of human breast cancer cell line–derived orthotopic tumors. Specifically, Ang2 promotes perivascular coverage rich in PDGFRβ+ cells and poor in desmin+ cells, indicative of immature vessels that demonstrated increased permeability and were associated with enhanced intratumoral hypoxia. In support of these observations, gene expression profiling of microdissected breast cancer vascular beds indicated that samples with elevated ANGPT2 transcripts also showed high levels of PDGFRB transcripts (6). While Ang2 protein levels also reflect release from endothelial stores (in Weibel-Palade bodies) upon stimulation, the associated transcriptional upregulation of Angpt2 supports that increased Angpt2 transcripts may reflect sustained production of Ang2 and associated signaling response (16, 44). Suppression of Ang2 or low levels of Ang2, in contrast, were associated with a high coverage of desmin+ perivascular cells and low coverage of PDGFRβ cells, and these vessels showed enhanced structural stability, with an effect on diminishing intratumoral hypoxia and suppressing lung metastasis. Our previous studies employing genetically engineered mice to target PDGFRβ pericytes indicated that anti-Ang2 treatment in this context enhanced desmin+ pericyte coverage, resulting in a robust decrease in vascular leakage (16). Inhibition of PDGFRβ perivascular recruitment using the receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors sunitinib and imatinib did not increase desmin-rich perivascular coverage, unless combined with anti-Ang2–neutralizing antibodies, indicating that the regulation of heterogeneous perivascular coverage is potently balanced by Ang2-mediated signals. Loss of perivascular cells or PDGFRβ-rich perivascular coverage, unlike desmin-rich perivascular coverage, denoted immature vessels with vulnerable structures and possibly enhanced plasticity and a more sensitive potential for vascular remodeling.

The control of angiogenesis in breast cancer patients has not consistently indicated clinical benefit (45). Notably, in these clinical trials, the combination of agents with antiangiogenic properties and other chemotherapeutic agents may not lend itself to an accurate interpretation of the influence of distinct, preexisting angiogenic programs on the chemotherapy response. Nevertheless, among breast cancer subtypes, TNBC may perhaps respond best to antiangiogenic therapy (46, 47). Our results support this possibility, with tumor vessels in TNBC demonstrating features of immaturity, with limited perivascular coverage or high PDGFRβ+/low desmin+ perivascular coverage, supporting a destabilized vasculature that is perhaps more responsive to agents targeting, directly or indirectly, tumor angiogenesis. The definition of the tumor perivascular status of TNBC patients may thus offer a useful predictive value to the response to antiangiogenic therapy.

Importantly, our studies indicated that the desmin+/PDGFRβ+ perivascular ratio predicted the patients’ response to epirubicin, with an increase in survival of patients whose tumors presented with high desmin+/PDGFRβ+ ratio and mature, desmin-rich vessels. In contrast, the desmin+/PDGFRβ+ perivascular ratio
showed no predictive value for patient response to paclitaxel. While paclitaxel has been proposed to have antiangiogenic activities (48), this proposition is largely supported by in vitro and preclinical studies, and our results, on the basis of perivascular heterogeneity, do not support the pharmacological function of paclitaxel as an indirect angiogenesis inhibitor in breast cancer patients. Neither MVD nor MPI predicted response to paclitaxel. The use of anthracycline chemotherapy, however, was recently demonstrated to inhibit the recruitment of HIF-1 and HIF-1–mediated gene transcription, potentiating a reduction in tumor vascularization (49, 50). Angpt2 is among the targets of HIF-1 (reviewed in ref. 51), and we postulate that patients with high desmin+/PDGFRβ+ perivascular ratios would thus further benefit from the indirect effect of epirubicin-mediated suppression of Ang2 production. Thus, patients presenting with high desmin+/low PDGFRβ+ perivascular coverage could respond more efficiently to epirubicin. Such observations should be tested prospectively in a clinical trial. Although patients with TNBC presented with overall higher MVD and lower MPI compared with non-TNBC patients, there were too few cases in our analyses for definite conclusion on the effect of perivascular composition on the survival of patients with distinct breast cancer subtypes, including TNBC.

Collectively, our data demonstrate that a defined perivascular milieu can inform on breast cancer patient response to epirubicin. These results also potentially delineated a novel understanding of the underlying mechanism of chemotherapeutic intervention using epirubicin given a defined microenvironmental context. We postulate that the level of Ang2 in breast cancer patients could be particularly useful in defining the optimal chemotherapeutic regimen. The context-dependent, multifunctional effects of Ang2 on endothelial cells can also involve several integrins (52, 53), and Ang2/integrin signaling in cancer cells enhances their migration and survival (24). The impact of Ang2 signaling may thus be multijeved, with a direct effect on cancer cell invasive program as well as in tumor immune composition. Indeed, the Ang2/Tie2 signaling influences monocyte functions and tumor immune cell infiltration, with an effect on metastasis (35, 54–56). The combination of specific chemotherapeutic agents with other tumor microenvironment targeted therapies, given a defined perivascular context, may offer yet unforeseen synergistic benefit.

Finally, our studies using PDXs indicated that cancer cells in these xenografts distinctly engaged the host microenvironment, yielding a differential level of host-derived Ang2, perivascular composition, and intratumoral hypoxia. One exception was noted, and in a specific xenograft (BCX042), we found that human ANGPT2 was the dominant source of Ang2, perhaps highlighting a role for vascular mimicry (57) as yet another level of complexity for perivascular heterogeneity. Our findings using these xenografts support a cancer cell–specific control of the tumor vasculature and perivascular heterogeneity. Cancer cell heterogeneity in tumors from distinct patients with breast cancer, possibly defined by their genomic landscape, may thus distinctly affect vascular co-option and the host angiogenic program. The aggressive features of tumors and their response to therapies may thus emerge via the heterogeneous cancer cell–defined engagement of their microenvironment, including the stimulation and generation of distinct angiogenic programs with a functional effect on disease progression and metastatic dissemination.

Methods

Cells and mice
MDA-MB231 mammary tumor epithelial cells were obtained from MD Anderson’s Characterized Cell Line Core Facility and grown in RPMI culture media supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum. The mycoplasma-free status of all cells was confirmed prior to injection into mice. Eight- to ten-week-old female homozygous athymic nude mice were purchased from Charles River Laboratories. MDA-MB-231 cells were implanted orthotopically and bilaterally (0.5 × 10⁶ in each mammary fat pad) into 8- to 10-week-old female nude mice. Tumor volumes were measured every 2 to 3 days using Vernier calipers, and volumes were calculated using the formula (length × width² × π/6). Mice were randomized when the average tumor burden reached 500 mm³ and treated with imatinib, sunitinib, or PBS (control) by oral gavage daily (50 mg/kg BW in 0.1 ml). Mice also received an i.p. injection of the neutralizing anti-Ang2 antibody (LC06, Roche Pharma Research and Early Development) or control isotype-matched IgG antibody once a week (10 mg/kg BW in 0.2 ml PBS) (40). All mice were injected i.p. with a single dose of hypoxyprobe (HPI Inc.; 60 mg/kg BW in 0.5 ml of PBS) 30 minutes before euthanasia. Mice were euthanized when the tumor size of control mice reached approximately 2,500 mm³.
PDX

The methodology to generate the PDX (also referred to herein as the BCX) has been previously described (58). Briefly, surgically resected breast tumors were cut into 3-mm³ fragments and inserted into the subcutaneous space on the flank or mammary gland of immune-deficient mice. Tumors that successfully engrafted were serial transplanted to additional mice following the same procedure. Tumor size was measured at euthanasia using Vernier calipers, and tumor and lung tissues were processed as described below.

Patient cohorts

Cohort 1. Samples from human TNBC patients (n = 28, n = 7 treatment naive) and luminal breast cancer patients (n = 57, n = 16 treatment naive) were retrieved from the Anatomic Pathology Department of the AC Camargo Cancer Center. The formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples were punched and included in a TMA for further immunohistochemical assessments.

Cohort 2. Pretreatment incisional tumor biopsies were available from patients with locally advanced breast cancer (T3/T4 and/or N2/N3) included in the neoadjuvant phase II EpiTax trial, Bergen, Norway (37, 38). Briefly, patients were randomized to either epirubicin 90 mg/m² paclitaxel 200 mg/m² q3w, administered in 4 to 6 courses. Patients with suboptimal tumor response to either drug switched to the opposite chemotherapy regimen. Response rates (according to the UICC criteria) and breast cancer characteristics were previously reported (23, 37, 38). Follow-up data were available for >10 years or up to time of death for all patients in the trials. For the current analysis, FFPE tumor tissue was available from 144 patients as TMAs, with corresponding response evaluation data; breast cancer characteristics, including TNM status; and survival data (Supplemental Table 2).

Quantification of metastatic burden and tumor necrosis

Four-μm-thick sections of FFPE lung tissue were stained with H&E. Microscopic images of the entire lobe of each lung were obtained using the Aperio Slide Scanner. Metastases were identified via histopathological analysis of H&E-stained lung sections, and metastatic areas were quantified, using Panoramic Viewer software (3DHISTECH Ltd.), as a percentage of total lung area. Except for one mouse, for which the lung tissue was too poor a quality to determine metastatic disease accurately, all mice were evaluated. High-magnification images (original magnification, ×100 or ×90) of the metastatic area are provided for each lung photomicrograph. Metastases were also identified on FFPE lung sections by Ki67 immunohistochemistry staining. Necrotic tumor area was assessed on H&E-stained sections of the entire tumor and was quantified, using Pannoramic Viewer software (3DHISTECH Ltd.), as a percentage of total tumor area.

Tumor vessel leakage

Mice were injected in the retro-orbital venous plexus with 100 μl of 10 mg/ml FITC-dextran (2,000,000 MW, Sigma-Aldrich) 10 minutes before euthanasia. Fresh frozen sections from O.C.T. embedded tumors were immunostained for CD31. CD31 and FITC-dextran were then visualized directly by fluorescent microscopy under the red and green fluorescent filters, respectively. The resulting fluorescent images were quantified using the NIH ImageJ analysis software, and data are presented as FITC-dextran–positive area normalized by CD31-positive area. Multiple sections/tumor were analyzed at an original magnification of ×40, with n ≥ 3 tumors/group.

Immunostaining

Tumors and lungs were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin and processed for paraffin embedding. Five-μm sections were obtained from FFPE tissue and used for immunostaining. For hypoxyprobe immunohistochemistry, the deparaffinized tumor sections were incubated in heated 10 mM citrate buffer (pH 6.0) for 15 minutes (EZ Retriever microwave, BioGenex) prior to blocking with M.O.M. Mouse IgG Blocking Reagent (Vector Laboratories) for 1 hour. Immunostaining was performed as described previously (16). Whole-tumor images were obtained using the Aperio Slide Scanner, and DAB-positive (brown) staining was analyzed by NIH ImageJ analysis software on scanned tumor images. Consecutive unstained sections on the same slide served as negative controls (no primary antibody) and were used to subtract background. Control and treated mice within an experimental set (3 or more tumors/group) were analyzed, and results are reported as staining area per tumor section.
For all other stainings, FFPE sections were incubated in heated TE buffer (pH 9.0) for 30 minutes (EZ Retriever microwave, BioGenex) for antigen retrieval. Sections were blocked for 1 hour with 4% cold water fish gelatin (CWFG) in phosphate-buffered saline w/Tween 20 (PBST) at room temperature. Following blocking, sections were incubated in 1:50 rat anti-CD31 (Dianova, DIA310), 1:100 rabbit anti-PDGFRβ (Thermo, MA5-15143), 1:50 mouse anti-desmin (Sigma-Aldrich, D1033), or 1:400 rabbit anti-Ki67 (Thermo, RM-9106-S1) at 4°C overnight, followed by 1 hour of incubation with fluorescent secondary antibodies. Slides were mounted with Fluoroshield mounting medium. Positive staining was quantified in ≥6 visual fields/tumor at an original magnification of ×40 using NIH ImageJ analysis software, where the same threshold was used for all compared conditions to determine the fraction of positive staining area per field. At least 3 tumors/group were used in the assessments. Stainings were visualized on either a Zeiss Axio Observer A1 inverted microscope or a Zeiss LSM 510 Meta Confocal microscope. The number of vessels associated with pericytes was determined using the ImageJ cell counter application under an original magnification of ×40 and was reported as the percentage of vessels that were associated with pericytes per the total number of vessels per visual field.

Four-color immunohistochemical multiplex

Five-μm-thick sections of FFPE TMA blocks were deparaffinized, rehydrated, and refixed with formaldehyde/methanol (1:10) prior to antigen retrieval in heated TE buffer (pH 9.0) for 30 minutes (EZ Retriever microwave, BioGenex). Each TMA section was sequentially stained for 3 different antibodies, each round of staining including a blocking step with 4% CWFG in TBST followed by primary antibody incubation and corresponding secondary HRP-conjugated polymer (SuperPicture, Invitrogen). Each HRP-conjugated polymer mediated the covalent binding of a different fluorophore (FITC, Cy3, and Cy5) using Tyramide Signal Amplification (PerkinElmer). This covalent reaction was followed by additional antigen retrieval in heated citric acid buffer (pH 6.0) for 15 minutes to remove bound antibodies before the next step in the sequence, which allows for the use of multiple primary antibodies with the same species origin. After all 3 sequential reactions, sections were counterstained with DAPI (Life Technologies) and mounted with VECTASHIELD Antifade Mounting Medium (Vector Laboratories). Primary antibodies were used for this protocol as follows: rabbit anti-CD31 (1:4,000, Bethyl Laboratories, IHC-00055), rabbit anti-PDGFRβ (1:300, Thermo, MA5-15143), and mouse anti-desmin (1:100, Sigma-Aldrich, D1033).

Multispectral image analysis, spectral unmixing, and phenotyping

Images were obtained on a Vectra multispectral microscope (Perkin-Elmer) using DAPI (440 nm to 680 nm), FITC (520 nm to 680 nm), Cy3 (570 nm to 690 nm), Texas Red (580 nm to 700 nm), and Cy5 (670 nm to 720 nm) filter cubes. Stained slides were imaged every 10 nm within the range of each filter to generate multispectral images. Four individual ×200 multispectral images were obtained per core and stitched together to form a final multispectral image per TMA core. For the BCX tumor sections, 15 to 45 images were obtained per tumor. Multispectral images were subsequently analyzed using the InForm image analysis software (Perkin-Elmer), where a spectral library was generated based on the individual spectral properties on each fluorophore used as well as autofluorescence information obtained from the imaged slides (Supplementary Figure 1A). All images were spectrally unmixed into their individual fluorescent components, with each individual cell identified based on the DAPI stain. All images were then segmented into three individual regions (blank, pericellular, and other) using an InForm segmentation algorithm based on the CD31 and DAPI staining intensities (Figure 1A). Individually identified cells within the perivascular region were finally subjected to a proprietary InForm active learning phenotyping algorithm, where the spectral information as well as shape/size features were used to assign each cell a previously determined phenotype (Figure 1A and Supplementary Figure 1B). Using this methodology, all cells within the perivascular regions of each core were phenotyped into one of the following classes: endothelial cells/blood vessels (CD31⁺); desmin⁻ pericytes (CD31⁺, desmin⁻, PDGFRβ⁻); PDGFRβ⁺ pericytes (CD31⁺, desmin⁻, PDGFRβ⁺); desmin⁻ PDGFRβ⁺ pericytes (CD31⁺, desmin⁻, PDGFRβ⁺); and other (CD31⁺, desmin⁻, PDGFRβ⁻).

MVD and MPI quantification

MVD is presented as the total number of nuclei associated with CD31⁺ positivity per core. Total pericyte coverage defining the MPI is calculated using the following formula: Σ (PDGFRβ⁻ desmin⁻ cells + PDGFRβ⁺ desmin⁻ cells) / CD31⁺ cells × 100 per core. In some cases, pericyte counts
exceeded the endothelial cell count (Figure 1, C and F), because, depending on plane of view, not all CD31+ cell nuclei are captured despite positive CD31 membrane staining, hence resulting pericyte coverage greater than 100%. This did not affect the segmentation analysis since segmentation process was based on CD31 positivity on the membrane. The relative pericyte distribution (Figure 1, D and E) was presented as follows: the naked vessels (black bars) were defined as 100 (chosen arbitrarily) minus MPI (expressed as a percentage). The remaining vessels (covered by pericyte type: green, yellow, or red bars) were then computed to show the relative distribution of PDGFRβ+desmin+/CD31+, PDGFRβ+desmin-/CD31+, and PDGFRβ+desmin-/CD31+ ratios over a scale of 100 (also chosen arbitrarily).

**Colocalization analysis of pericyte coverage**
Multispectral images of 4-color multiplexed FFPE sections obtained from PDX tumor tissue were also subjected to colocalization analysis. In this method, pixel numbers from overlapping areas between CD31+ (endothelial cells) and desmin+ (pericytes) or CD31+ (endothelial cells) and PDGFRβ+ (pericyte) were measured on the InForm image analysis software (Perkin-Elmer). With colocalization methods, only tight associations between endothelial cells and pericytes were measured, as the software could only detect the overlap of two different fluorophores.

**Quantitative PCR analyses**
Total RNA was isolated from MDA-MB-231 tumor cores from punch biopsies (n = 4) or PDX tumors (n = 17) using TRIZol Reagent (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s directions. 2 μg of total RNA was used to synthesize cDNA using the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems). Diluted cDNA from MDA-MB-231 tumors was amplified using Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and the following primers: Angpt2 forward 5’-AGCAGATTTTGGATCAGACCAG-3’, Angpt2 reverse 5’-GCTCCCTCATGGGACTGATCG-3’, Pecam1 forward 5’-ACGCTGGTGCTTATGCAAG-3’, and Pecam1 reverse 5’-TCAGTTGCTGCCCCATCCATCA.

qRT-PCR for PDX tumor samples was performed using a TaqMan Gene Expression Assay system (Applied Biosystems). Diluted cDNA was amplified using a TaqMan Gene Expression Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and the following gene expression assay: PGR (Hs01556702_m1), ERBB2 (Hs01001580_m1), hANGPT2 (Hs00169867_m1), mAngpt2 (Mm00545822_m1), mPecam1 (Mm01242576_m1), ESR1 (Hs01046818_m1), ESR2 (Hs00230957_m1), hRPLP0 (Hs99999902_m1), and hTBP (Hs00427621_m1).

**ELISA**
Blood samples were collected into heparin-containing tubes and spun down for 10 minutes at 4,000 g at 4°C. Plasma was collected and stored at –20°C until use. Serial dilutions of plasma were tested for optimal protein concentration. Plasma samples were diluted in sample diluent buffer provided with the Angiopoietin-2 Mouse ELISA Kit (Abcam, ab171335), and the ELISA was then carried out following manufacturer’s directions.

**Statistics**
All statistical analyses were performed using the GraphPad Prism statistical analysis software. For comparison between two groups with one grouping variable, the unpaired 2-tailed Student’s t test was used. To compare multiple groups with one grouping variable, 1-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple comparison test was performed. To compare multiple groups with two grouping variables, 2-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparison test was used. For survival analysis, Kaplan-Meier curves were drawn and differences between the curves were established using the log-rank test. For correlation analysis, Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated using GraphPad Prism. Data are presented as the mean, with error bars corresponding to SD, and/or as dot plots for representation of individual n values. Box-and-whiskers plots show median (line within box), upper and lower quartile (bounds of box), and minimum and maximum values (bars). P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Study approval**
*Animal.* All animal studies were reviewed and approved by the Institute of Animal Care and Use Committee at the MD Anderson Cancer Center.
Cohort 1. Samples were retrieved from the Anatomic Pathology Department of the AC Camargo Cancer Center, and this study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the A C Camargo Cancer Center (process 1655/12). All patients have provided informed consent.

Cohort 2. The study protocols were approved by the Regional Committee for Medical and Health Research Ethics West (Norway), reference 030.06. All patients had provided informed consent before inclusion in the protocols, which included future studies on prognostic and predictive factors.
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